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Abstract—The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) parameters
are foundational to efficient constructions of many cryptographic
primitives such as zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argu-
ment of knowledge, polynomial/vector commitments, verifiable
secret sharing, and randomness beacon. The only existing method
to generate these parameters securely is highly sequential, re-
quires strong network synchrony assumptions, and has very high
communication and computation cost. For example, to generate
parameters for any given q, each party incurs a communication
cost of Ω(nq) and requires Ω(n) rounds. Here n is the number
of parties in the secure multiparty computation protocol. Since q
is typically large, i.e., on the order of billions, the cost is highly
prohibitive.

In this paper, we present TAURON*, a distributed protocol
to generate q-SDH parameters in an asynchronous network. In
a network of n parties, TAURON tolerates up to one-third of
malicious parties. Each party incurs a communication cost of
O(q + n2 log q) and the protocol finishes in O(log q + logn)
expected rounds. We provide a rigorous security analysis of our
protocol. We implement TAURON and evaluate it with up to 128
geographically distributed parties. Our evaluation illustrates that
TAURON is highly scalable and results in a 2-6× better runtime
and 4-13× better per-party bandwidth usage.

I. INTRODUCTION

The q-Strong Diffie Helmann assumption, or q-SDH as-
sumption for short, refers to the cryptographic intractability
problem of computing a group element of the form (τ+ i)−1g
for any i ̸= −τ ∈ F, given {g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}. Here, g is
a generator of a group G (typically an elliptic curve group),
and τ is a random field element from the scalar field F of G.
The vector {g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} is referred to as the q-SDH
parameters, also known as the powers of τ .

The q-SDH assumption is used in many applications. Boneh
and Boyen [11] introduced the q-SDH assumption to design a
short signature scheme that does not rely on a random oracle.
Kate, Zaverucha, and Goldberg used the q-SDH assumption
to design a constant size polynomial commitment scheme
with constant size opening proofs [32]. This polynomial
commitment scheme and many of its follow-up schemes have
been used extensively in designing a variety of Succinct Non-
interactive Argument of Knowledge (SNARK) protocol [35],
[44], [14], [26]. The q-SDH parameters have also been used in
designing efficient verifiable secret sharing [5], cryptographic
accumulators [31], vector commitments [43], distributed ran-
domness beacon [9], etc.

For many applications, the degree q is typically very large.
For example, in SNARKs, q is proportional to the size of
the SNARK circuit, measured in the number of multiplication

*It is a merge of TAU (τ ) and SAURON who forged the Rings of Power.

gates. Thus, the overall size of the circuit ranges from a few
million to hundreds of millions [35]. In vector commitment
schemes, q is the size of the committed vector, which can be
very large [43].

For the q-SDH assumption to hold, it is critical to keep
τ hidden from an adversary A. Otherwise, A can trivially
break the q-SDH assumption and the security of the appli-
cations using it. One mechanism to generate such q-SDH
parameters is to rely on a trusted third party. Specifically,
a trusted party locally samples a random τ , computes and
publishes {g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}, and then deletes τ . However,
this approach introduces a central trusted party and a single
point of failure, which is undesirable.

This paper studies the problem of secure and robust gener-
ation of q-SDH parameters in a distributed manner.

Existing works. Existing protocols [8], [33], [12], [39] for
generating q-SDH parameters follow the blueprint of [8].
These protocols assume a synchronous network and a broad-
cast channel, proceed in a round-robin manner. Briefly, in
these protocols, parties take turns to update existing q-SDH
parameters with a randomly chosen value and broadcast the
updated parameters to all other parties. Once every party
updates the q-SDH parameters with its private randomness,
the final output is obtained. Intuitively, as long as one honest
party updates the parameter, the trapdoor τ remains hidden
from the adversary. As we elaborate next, this approach has
major limitations in robustness and efficiency.

Synchrony assumption. The reliance on network synchrony
significantly reduces the above protocol’s fault tolerance under
asynchrony. Briefly, if a party experiences temporary network
asynchrony, then other parties will time out, skip that party and
move on. The fault tolerance is thus reduced. In the network
remains asynchronous for a long time, all honest parties can be
skipped, and the trapdoor τ will be fully controlled and known
to the adversary, as only adversarial parties will contribute
randomness to the final output.

Inefficiency. Existing protocols are inefficient and inherently
sequential. They require running O(n) sequential Byzantine
broadcasts, once by each party, where the party needs to send
O(q) group elements through a costly broadcast channel. Each
party must wait for all previous parties to update the q-SDH
parameters. Moreover, each party also needs to verify updates
by all previous parties before applying its own update.

Insecure deployments. To mitigate the inefficiencies, actual
deployments of these protocols often cut corners on robustness



Table I: Comparison of protocols for generating secure q-SDH parameters. Here n is the total number of parties and q is the highest degree
of the q-SDH parameters. All of these protocols (including ours) generates updatable parameters in the sense of [35]. We provide a detailed
breakdown of our cost in Table III. We measure the computation cost as the number of elliptic curve group multiplications. For existing
works, we plug in the state-of-the-art synchronous honest-majority broadcast protocol [38], [37] to measure their communicaiton cost. The
broadcast protocol has communication cost O(nq+n2 logn) and latency O(n) for broadcasting O(q) field elements. Thus, to favor existing
protocols, we report their communication cost and round complexity as Ω(nq) and Ω(n), respectively.

Network
Model

Fault
Tolerance

Communication
Cost (Per Party)

Computation
Cost (Per Party)

Total Round
Complexity

Setup
Assumption

[8], [33], [12], [39] sync. n/2 Ω(nq) O(nq)‡ Ω(n) CRS & PKI†

TAURON (this work) async. n/3 O(q + n2 log q) O(q logn+ n2 log q)‡ O(logn+ log q) CRS & PKI

† Existing protocols require PKI to implement broadcast channel. ‡ Both state-of-the-art synchronous protocols [39] and TAURON require
parties to perform O(n) and O(n log q) bilinear pairing, respectively.

or security. For example, one deployed version relies on a
single party to act as a broadcast channel [3]. Moreover,
in the deployed version, parties skip verifying other parties’
updates during the protocol and only verify the entire protocol
transcript at the end. A consequence is that a single malicious
party can now make the protocol produce invalid parameters
by performing an invalid update. If that happens, the only
recourse is to restart the entire protocol.

Furthermore, even after cutting these corners on security and
robustness, existing protocols perform poorly. For example,
according to [25], to generate q-SDH parameters for q = 228,
each party needs to perform 24 hours of computation. Hence,
with n parties, the protocol would run for n days.

One might believe that a slow and costly q-SDH parameter
generation protocol is acceptable because it needs to be run
only once and can then be reused across all applications by all
organizations. This is not always the case. One reason is that
parameters generated by a set of parties may not be trusted
by another set of parties. For example, two startups Aztec [2]
and Semaphore [3] repeated the powers-of-tau ceremony for
the same elliptic curve BN254. Moreover, q-SDH parameters
are elliptic curve groups specific and hence must be generated
from scratch if a system decides to adopt a new curve. For
example, Etherum [23] plans to run another powers-of-tau
ceremony for the BLS12381 elliptic curve, although they have
already run a powers-of-tau for the BN254 curve before [2].

Our contributions. In this paper, we present TAURON, the
first protocol for distributed generation of q-SDH parameters
in asynchronous networks. TAURON can tolerate up to t
malicious parties out of n ≥ 3t + 1 parties. We provide a
detailed summary of the properties of TAURON in Table I.
The protocol finishes in O(log q + log n) rounds. The per-
party communication cost is O(q + n2 log q) group elements,
which improves upon the communication cost of prior best
synchronous protocols by a factor O(n). We also improve the
per-party computation cost to O(q log n) group multiplications
and O(n log q) pairings. Unlike existing protocols, TAURON
is also responsive, i.e., it makes progress at a rate of actual
network speed.
Evaluation. We implement TAURON in python with rust

for cryptographic operations. Our implementation is single-
threaded, supports the bls12381 elliptic curve, and is publicly

Table II: Notations used in the paper

Notation Description

n Total number of parties
t Maximum number of malicious parties
κ Security parameter
G Group of order p with hard Discrete Logarithm
F Scalar field of group G
g, h Random and independent generators of G
q Maximum degree of the q-SDH parameters
τ q-SDH parameter trapdoor
JzK (n, t+ 1) Shamir secret sharing of z
JzK2t (n, 2t+ 1) Shamir secret sharing of z
JzKi, JzK2ti Shares received by party i
JzKg The set {JzK1g, JzK2g, . . . , JzKng}
[a, b] The set {a, a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , b}
[a] The set {1, 2, . . . , a}

available†. We evaluate TAURON with a network of up to 128
geographically distributed parties. We also compare TAURON
with the state-of-the-art synchronous protocol. Our evaluation
illustrates that TAURON gives 2-6× faster runtime and 4-
13× better per-party bandwidth usage. For example, with
n = 128 and q = 214, TAURON takes 514.51 seconds to
generate the q-SDH parameters, whereas existing protocol
takes at least 1805.20 seconds (3.5× faster). Similarly, in the
same experiment, each party in TAURON needs to send 118.17
Megabytes of data whereas, compared to 1536 Megabytes of
data (13× better) in the existing protocol.
Paper organization. We introduce notations, system model,
and present an overview of our protocol in §II. In §III,
we discuss the required preliminaries. We provide a detailed
description of TAURON in §IV and §V. We analyze the
correctness and security of TAURON in §VI. We present
implementation and evaluation details in §VII. We discuss
related works in §VIII and conclude with a discussion in §IX.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND OVERVIEW

A. Notations and System Model

We use κ to denote the security parameter. For example,
when we use a collision-resistant hash function, κ denotes the
size of the output of the hash function. We use |S| to denote the

†https://github.com/sourav1547/qsdh-py
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Figure 1: Overview of our protocol in a network of 4 parties where party 4 is malicious.

Functionality FqSDH

• Let G be a elliptic curve group with scalar field F. Let
g be a uniformly random generator of G.

• Sample a uniformly random element τ ∈ F. Compute
{g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} and send it to everyone.

Figure 2: The functionality for generating q-SDH parameters

size of a set S. Let G be a group of prime order p with scalar
field F, in which q-SDH problem is believed to be hard. We
will be using the additive notation for elliptic curve operations.
For any x ∈ F and any group element g ∈ G, we use xg to
denote the group operations repeated x times. For any integer
a, we use [a] to denote the ordered set {1, 2, . . . , a}. Also, for
two integers a and b where a < b, we use [a, b] to denote the
ordered set {a, a+ 1, . . . , b}.

For any x ∈ F, we use JxK to denote the (n, t + 1) secret
sharing of x, i.e., x is secret shared using a polynomial of
degree t. Also, we use JxKi to denote the share held by party
i, and JxK0 to denote x. For a vector x, we use JxK to denote
the element-wise secret sharing of x. Similarly, we use JxKi
to denote the element-wise share of x held by party i.
Threat model and network assumption. We consider a
network of n parties where every pair of parties are connected
via a pairwise authenticated channel. We consider the presence
of a probabilistic polynomial time malicious adversary A that
can corrupt up to t out of the n ≥ 3t+1 parties in the network.
We assume the network is asynchronous, i.e., A can arbitrarily
delay any message but must eventually deliver all messages
sent between honest parties.

State-of-the-art solutions to two building blocks of our
protocol, specifically, asynchronous distributed key generation
and random double sharing, assume the existence of a public
key infrastructure (PKI) for efficiency [21]. Both building
blocks can be instantiated without PKI at higher costs [34], so
the PKI assumption can be removed at the cost of lowering
the efficiency of the protocol if the application calls for it.

B. Problem Definition

The q-Strong Diffie-Helmann (q-SDH for short) refers to
the cryptographic intractability problem defined below.

Definition 1 (q-SDH Hardness). Let κ be the security param-
eter. Let G and F be a group and field of size exponential
in κ, respectively. Let g ← Gen(1κ) be a uniform random
generator of group G and τ ∈ F be a trapdoor. For any
given q, which is polynomially bounded in κ, given the vector
{g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}, q-SDH is assumed to be hard with
respect to this vector if the following probability is negligible
for all PPT adversary A

Pr[(c, (τ + c)−1g), c ∈ F \ {−τ} :

A(g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τ qg); g← Gen(1κ), τ
$← F] (1)

The vector {g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} is referred to as the q-SDH
parameters.

The goal of this paper is to design a distributed protocol
to implement FqSDH, i.e., to generate {g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}
for τ ∈ F at all honest parties given a uniformly random
generator g ∈ G as the common random string (CRS). The
protocol is called t-secure if the following Correctness and
Secrecy properties hold in the presence of an adversary A that
corrupts up to t parties.
• Correctness. If all honest parties start the protocol, every

honest party will eventually terminate and output an identi-
cal vector {g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} for some τ ∈ F.

• Security. The protocol generates hard q-SDH parameters as
per the definition 1.
We will prove security assuming the hardness of q-SDH

for parameters generated by the ideal functionality FqSDH.
Specifically, we will prove that if A can break the q-SDH
assumption with respect to the parameters generated by our
protocol, we can design a reduction adversary, AqSDH, that
can use A to break the q-SDH assumption for parameters
generated by FqSDH.

C. Overview of Our Protocol

As described in §I, in existing protocols [8], [33], [12], [39],
parties take turns to update the existing q-SDH parameters
with their private randomness and then broadcast the result.
We do not see a way to adapt these protocols to asynchrony
as it is impossible to implement a broadcast channel in asyn-
chrony. Intuitively, it is impossible to distinguish a malicious
broadcaster from an honest broadcaster with a slow network.
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One approach to address this issue is to use a generic
asynchronous secure multiparty computation (MPC) protocol
for a circuit C that outputs q-SDH parameters. However, this
approach is very costly, primarily for the following reasons.
First, the circuit C consists of O(q) multiplication gates;
Second, the circuit C needs to resolve the discrepancy between
the scalar and the base field of the underlying elliptic curve.
We elaborate on this in §VIII.

We give a new approach to distributed q-SDH parameter
generation in this paper. Our first main idea is to securely
compute τg for a uniformly random τ ∈ F. Moreover, we
want to have τ secret shared among the parties using a
(n, t + 1) Shamir secret sharing. We will then find a way
to use the public value τg and the secret shares of τ to
efficiently compute the remaining powers of τ . We will first
describe a naïve method that is incomplete and inefficient but
demonstrates a core idea in our final protocol.

Naïve approach. Let JτKi be the secret share of party i.
The protocol proceeds in rounds, where in the k-th round,
parties generate τk+1g using τkg. Hence, at the end of round
k, parties generate the parameters {g, τ g, τ2g, . . . , τk+1g}. At
the start of k-th round, each party i locally computes JτKiτkg
and then multicasts JτKiτkg to all parties. Also, party i upon
receiving JτKjτkg from t+1 distinct parties, locally computes
τk+1g as

τk+1g =
∑
i∈T

λiJτKiτkg (2)

where λi is the appropriate Lagrange coefficient.
This approach, however, has two major issues. First, the

protocol is not robust, as a malicious party can send different
and inconsistent messages to different parties, violating Cor-
rectness. Second, the protocol is very inefficient. It requires
O(q) rounds of interaction and O(nq) per-party communica-
tion. Since q can be quite large in practice, say millions, this
naïve approach is impractical.

Ensuring Correctness. Addressing the Correctness issue is
relatively standard. Specifically, we need a mechanism for
honest parties to validate the messages they receive from
other parties. To achieve this, at the start of the protocol,
we require that parties additionally hold JτKg, i.e., the vector
[JτK1g, JτK2g, . . . , JτKng]. Then, each party i, when sending
JτKiτkg, attaches a non-interactive zero knowledge (NIZK)
proof πi proving that JτKiτkg is correctly computed from τkg
and JτKig.

For this plan to work, the next natural question is how
we establish the initial condition that parties agree on group
elements τg and JτKg, and also hold their individual secret
share JτKi. Our second observation is that the above initial
condition exactly matches the output of an Asynchronous
Distributed Key Generation (ADKG) protocol. An ADKG
protocol generates a uniformly random secret key τ ∈ F where
each party i receives its share JτKi of the secret key, the public
key τg and the threshold public keys JτKg.

Reducing round complexity. One approach to reducing the
round complexity is once again generic secure multiparty com-
putation (MPC). Let C be the arithmetic circuit that outputs
all powers of τ in the exponent. Using repeated squaring, the
depth of C will be O(log q). However, as we mentioned before,
generic MPC is very costly.

We give an efficient method to reduce the round complexity
to O(log q) by combining the idea of the naïve approach
and the MPC approach. At a high level, parties first use a
customized MPC protocol to compute τ2

k

g and secret shares
of Jτ2

k

K for each k ∈ [log q] (referred to as powers-of-two).
For each k ∈ [log q], parties additionally output Jτ2

k

Kg. Parties
then use these values to efficiently compute the remaining
powers using only O(log q) rounds of interaction.

Computing powers-of-two. Let Fsq be a secure MPC func-
tionality for squaring defined as follows. Fsq takes as input the
secret sharing of a, i.e., each party i inputs JaKi, and a publicly
available list of group elements JaKg. Fsq then outputs to party
i secret sharing of a2, i.e., Ja2Ki, and additionally outputs
Ja2Kg to all parties. We can then invoke Fsq sequentially log q
times to compute the powers-of-two values.

Computing remaining powers. We generate the remaining
powers of τ using the following ideas. We observe that given
ταg, secret shares of τβ (i.e., JτβK), and public values JτβKg,
parties can compute τα+βg, using a generalization of our naïve
approach. Now consider any a ∈ [q], we can write a as a
sum of a subset of elements in {1, 2, 22, 23, . . . , 2log(q)−1}
according to its binary representation. Let Sa be the subset.
Then, τag = τ

∑
k∈Sa

kg. It is easy to see that, using the idea of
multiplication in the exponent, parties can compute the sub-
set sum using |Sa|≤ O(log q) multiplications. Furthermore,
parties can compute τag for every a ∈ [q] in parallel.

Further optimizations. The method above incurs a per-party
communication cost of O(nq log q) and a per-party computa-
tion cost of O(nq log q) group multiplications. In §V, we dis-
cuss how we reduce the communication cost to O(q+n2 log q)
and computation cost to O(q log n) group multiplications and
O(n log q) bilinear pairings using memoization and batching.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Threshold Secret Sharing

A (n, k) threshold secret sharing scheme allows a secret
s ∈ F to be shared among n parties such that any k of
them can come together to recover the original secret, but
any subset of k − 1 shares does not reveal any information
about the secret [41], [10]. We use the common Shamir
secret sharing [41] scheme, where the secret is embedded in
a random degree k− 1 polynomial in the field F. Specifically,
to share a secret s ∈ F, a polynomial p(·) of degree k − 1 is
chosen such that s = p(0). The remaining coefficients of p(·),
p1, p2, · · · , pk−1 are chosen uniformly randomly from F. The
resulting polynomial p(x) is defined as:

p(x) = s+ p1x+ p2x
2 + · · ·+ pk−1x

k−1

Each party is then given a single evaluation of p(·). In
particular, the ith party is given p(i), i.e., the polynomial
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evaluated at i. Observe that given k points on the polynomial
p(·), one can efficiently reconstruct the polynomial using
Lagrange Interpolation. Also, s is information-theoretically
hidden from an adversary that knows any subset of k − 1
or fewer evaluation points on the polynomial other than p(0).

B. Asynchronous Distributed Key Generation
Our protocol uses asynchronous distributed key genera-

tion (ADKG) functionality FADKG, defined in Figure 10.
Concretely, we run ADKG protocol from [21]. At the end of
the ADKG protocol, parties output a (n, t+ 1) Shamir secret
sharing of a random value τ (i.e., JτK), the ADKG public
key τ g, and threshold public keys of every party, i.e., JτKg.
The ADKG protocol of [21] assumes the hardness of Discrete
Logarithm, has per-party communication cost of O(n2), and
terminates in expected O(log n) rounds.

C. Asynchronous Double Sharing of Random Values
Our realization of Fsq uses double sharing of uniformly

random field elements [18]. Specifically, we will use secret
shares of a random field element z with both degree t and
degree 2t polynomials, denoted as JzK and JzK2t, respectively.
Here z is uniformly random and independent of τ .

Looking ahead, each invocation of Fsq will use double
sharing of one random field element. Since we invoke Fsq log q
times, we need log q double sharing of independent random
field elements. Our realization of Fsq additionally require
publicly available JzKg and JzK2tg to publicly reconstruct
Jτ2

k

Kg for each k ∈ [log q].
To generate double sharing of log q random elements along

with their corresponding public keys, we use the function-
ality FDou defined in Figure 8. We use the random double
sharing protocol of [21, §6.1] but make minor modifications
to facilitate a simulation-based security proof (described in
Appendix B). Our modifications maintain their O(n2) per-
party communication cost and O(log n) round complexity.

D. Equality of Discrete Logarithm
Our protocol requires parties to produce zero-knowledge

proofs about the equality of discrete logarithms for a tuple
of publicly known values. In particular, given a group G with
scalar field F of prime order p, two elements g, h ∈ G with
unknown discrete logarithm relations and a tuple (g, a, h, b) ∈
G4, a prover P wants to prove to a probabilistic polynomial
time verifier V , in zero-knowledge, the knowledge of a witness
α ∈ F such that a = αg and b = αh. We present the protocol
in Appendix A.

We will use the Chaum-Pedersen "Σ-protocol" [13], which
assumes the hardness of the Discrete Logarithm in G. This
protocol guarantees completeness, knowledge soundness, and
zero-knowledge. The knowledge soundness implies that if P
convinces the V with non-negligible probability, there exists
an efficient (polynomial time) extractor that can extract α from
P non-negligible probability.

The Chaum-Pedersen protocol can be made non-interactive
in the Random Oracle model using the Fiat-Shamir heuris-
tic [24]. We use the non-interactive variant of the protocol. For

Algorithm 1 TAURON protocol for party i

INPUT: g, ski, {pkj} for each j ∈ [n]
OUTPUT: {g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}

SETUP PHASE:
// Run the ADKG and the Double sharing protocol

11: Let τg, JτKg, JτKi ← ΠADKG()
12: Let {zkg, JzkKg, JzkK2tg, JzkKi}∀k∈[log q] ← ΠDou(log q)

POWERS-OF-TWO PHASE:
21: for each k ∈ [log q] do
22: // Use double sharing of zk to run Πsq

23: Let Jτ2kK; Jτ2kKg = Πsq(Jτ2k−1

K; Jτ2k−1

Kg)
24: Compute τ2kg by interpolating Jτ2kKg and output τ2kg

ALL POWERS PHASE:
31: Compute all remaining powers as
{τag}∀a∈[q] := Πall({Jτ2kK; τ2kg, Jτ2kKg}∀k∈[log q])

any given tuple (g, a, h, b) ∈ G4 where a = αg and b = αh,
P uses dleq.Prove(α, g, a, h, b) to generate the non-interactive
zero-knowledge proof π. The proof π is O(κ) bits long. Given
a proof π and (g, a, h, b), V uses the dleq.Verify(π, g, a, h, b)
to verify the proof.

IV. GENERATING POWERS-OF-TWO

Fsq is the secure multiparty computation (MPC) function-
ality for squaring that takes as input JaK, i.e., (n, t+1) secret
shares of a field element a ∈ F and outputs Ja2Ki to party i.
Fsq additionally takes the publicly available JaKg as input and
outputs threshold public keys of a2, i.e., Ja2Kg. Formally, we
write the functionality Fsq as:

Ja2K; Ja2Kg = Fsq (JaK; JaKg) (3)

Our protocol uses Fsq to compute τ2
k

g for each k ∈ [log q].
In this process, parties also receive secret shares of τ2

k

, i.e.,
Jτ2

k

K, and Jτ2
k

Kg, which they later use to compute ταg for
any arbitrary α ∈ [q].

A. Design of Fsq

We next describe our protocol Πsq for realizing Fsq. Its
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2. Πsq could be designed
using various techniques, such as multiplication triples [6],
degree reduction [7], and random double sharing [19]. We
adopt the random double sharing approach.
Πsq assumes that parties hold double shares of a uniform

random z ∈ F using (n, t+ 1) and (n, 2t + 1) Shamir secret
sharing, denoted as JzKi and JzK2ti , respectively. Also, Πsq

assumes that JzKg and JzK2tg are public.
Each party i, locally multiplies its shares of a to get

JaKiJaKi. Parties then publicly reconstruct the a2 + z. In
particular, each party i locally computes the non-interactive
zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof πi of equality of discrete loga-
rithm (dleq) between {g, JaKig, JaKig, JaKiJaKig}, i.e.,

πi = dleq.Prove(JaKi, g, JaKig, JaKig, JaKiJaKig)
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Algorithm 2 Πsq protocol at party i

INPUT: JaKi and JaKg
SETUP: JzKi, JzK2ti , JzKg, JzK2tg
OUTPUT: Ja2Ki and Ja2Kg

1: Let ai = JaKiJaKi + JzK2ti
2: Let πi := dleq.Prove(JaKi, g, JaKig, JaKig, JaKiJaKig)
3: Send ⟨SQ, JaKiJaKig, ai, πi⟩ to all

4: Let K = {}
5: upon receiving ⟨SQ, âjg, ãj , πj⟩ from party j do
6: Check πj is a valid proof
7: Check âjg+ JzK2tj g = ãg
8: if both checks are successful then
9: K := K ∪ {j, ãj}

10: if |K|≥ 2t+ 1 then
11: Compute a2 + z by interpolating the values of K
12: Let Ja2Ki := (a2 + z)− JzKi
13: Let Ja2Kjg := (a2 + z)g− JzKjg
14: Compute Ja2Kg by interpolating Ja2Kjg for all j ∈ K.
15: output Ja2Ki and Ja2Kg

Party i then multicasts the message ⟨SQ, JaKiJaKi +
JzK2ti , JaKiJaKig, πi⟩ to every party. Upon receiving the mes-
sage ⟨SQ, ãj , gj , πj⟩, party i checks that ãj is computed
correctly, i.e.,

dleq.Verify(g, JaKjg, JaKjg, gj , πj) = 1; and

ãjg = gj + JzK2tj g

Upon receiving 2t+1 valid SQ messages, parties reconstruct
a2 + z by interpolating ãj , i.e.,

a2 + z =
∑
j

λj ãj (4)

where λj is the appropriate Lagrange coefficients.
Upon reconstructing a2 + z, party i computes its share of

a2 as Ja2Ki = a2 + z − JzKi. Furthermore, for each j ∈ [n],
party i computes Ja2Kjg as:

Ja2Kjg := (a2 + z)g− JzKjg (5)

In §VI-A, we prove that Πsq securely realizes Fsq with a
total communication cost of O(n2) per invocation.

B. Using Fsq for Generating Powers-of-two.

We now describe how parties use Πsq to compute τ2
k

g for
every k ∈ [log q], i.e., the powers-of-two. While computing the
powers-of-two, parties also output auxiliary values that they
later use to compute the remaining powers.

Parties start by running an ADKG protocol to secret share
a uniformly random secret τ using a (n, t+ 1) Shamir secret
sharing. In our implementation, we use the ADKG protocol
from [21] with a reconstruction threshold of t. As a result,
parties also output the threshold public keys JτKg.

While running the ADKG protocol, parties concurrently run
ΠDou, the protocol to generate random double sharing of log q
uniform random secrets {z1, z2, . . . , zlog q}.

Once the ADKG and random double sharing protocol termi-
nate, parties compute powers-of-two as follows. The protocol

Algorithm 3 Πall protocol at party i

INPUT: {Jτ2kKi; τ2kg, Jτ2kKg} for each k ∈ [log q]
OUTPUT: {τag} for each a ∈ [q]

1: Create a binary tree with u0
0 as its root and val(u0

0) = τ0g.

2: for each depth d = 1, ..., log q do
3: Create 2d nodes labeled ud

0, u
d
1, ..., u

d
2d−1

4: Let {val(ud
2j)} := {val(ud−1

2j )}, ∀j ∈ [0, 2d−1 − 1].
5: Let α := τ2d−1

6: Let {val(ud
2j+1)} := ΠBatMul(JαKi, JαKg, {val(ud−1

2j+1)})
∀j ∈ [0, 2d−1 − 1].

7: output val(ulog q
0 ), val(ulog q

1 ), . . . , val(ulog q
q−1 ).

proceeds in rounds starting with round 1. In round 1, parties
invoke Πsq to receive secret shares of τ2 along with Jτ2Kg.
Recall that at the start of round 1, as part of the ADKG output,
each party i has already received JτKi and JτKg. Similarly, in
round 2, parties use secret shares of τ2 and Jτ2Kg to compute
secret shares of τ4 and Jτ4Kg, and so on. In other words,
parties will compute powers-of-two by repeated invocations
of the Πsq protocol log q times in sequence, i.e.,

Jτ2K; Jτ2Kg = Πsq (JτK; JτKg)
Jτ4K; Jτ4Kg = Πsq

(
Jτ2K; Jτ2Kg

)
...

Jτ2
k

K; Jτ2
k

Kg = Πsq

(
Jτ2

k−1

K; Jτ2
k−1

Kg
)

V. GENERATING ALL POWERS

Using the protocol described in §IV, parties obtain secret
shares of powers-of-two of τ , i.e., Jτ, τ2, τ4, . . . , τ qK, as well
as τ2

k

g and Jτ2
k

Kg for each k ∈ [log q]. In this section, we will
describe how parties compute τag for all remaining a ∈ [q].
Formally, the interface of this functionality Πall is:

{τag}∀a∈[q] = Πall

({
Jτ2

k

K; τ2
k

g, Jτ2
k

Kg
}
∀k∈[log q]

)
A. Main idea

As we briefly describe in §II-C, any integer a ∈ [q] can be
written as:

a =

log q∑
k=1

bk2
k−1 (6)

where bk is the k-th bit in the binary representation of a. Thus,
we can write τag as,

τag =

 ∏
k∈[log q]

τ bk2
k

 g (7)

Next, we use the idea, referred to as the multiplication in the
exponent, that given secret shares of τα, JταKg, and τβg, par-
ties can compute τα+βg using O(n) per party communication
cost and only one round of interaction. In particular, each
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''

'0' '1'

'10''00' '11''01'

'0..0' '1..1'

'00..0' '10..0' '01..1' '11..1''01..0' '11..0'
Figure 3: The memoization protocol to compute all powers using a
total O(q) multiplications in the exponent.

party i, locally computes JταKiβg and the NIZK proof πi of
its correctness. Party i then sends the tuple ⟨JταKiτβg, πi⟩ to
all parties. Also, upon receiving ⟨gj , πj⟩ from party j, party i
validates gj for correctness using JταKig, τβg and πj . Finally,
upon receiving t+ 1 such valid tuples T , it computes τα+βg
as

τα+βg = τατβg ==
∑
i∈T

λigi (8)

Thus, for any given a ∈ [q], parties can easily compute
τag by repeating this technique for log q iterations, as per
the bit representation of a and equation 7. This requires per-
party communication cost of O(n log q) and O(log q) rounds
of interactions. Hence, the per-party communication cost for
computing τag for all a ∈ [q] is O(nq log q) and each party
performs O(nq log q) group multiplications.

We will next reduce the per-party communication cost to
O(nq) and computation cost to O(nq) group multiplications
using memoization. In §V-C, we will further reduce the com-
munication cost to O(q + n log q) and computation cost to
O(q log n) group multiplications and O(n log q) pairings using
appropriate batching.

B. Memoization

We observe that many of the O(log q) multiplications in the
exponent are redundant. Consider two integers a, b that differ
only in their most significant bit, i.e., a = 0∥s and b = 1∥s
for some binary string s. Then, once we compute τag (which
equals τsg), we can directly compute τ bg as τ2

|s|
τag, using

only one more multiplication in the exponent.
Based on this observation, we create a binary tree of height

log q where each node is associated with a binary string
as illustrated in Figure 3. We sequentially place the binary
representations of each a = 0, 1, ..., q at the leaves of the
binary tree. Any path in the tree from the root r to a leaf
node a consists of internal nodes r = a0, a1, a2, ..., and
alog q = a. Stated differently, the left child and the right child
of a node with the binary string s are binary strings 0∥s and
1∥s, respectively. To each node in the tree with bit string s,
we associate a value, val(s) = τsg. The root of the tree is
initialized with the empty string and the value τ0g.

To compute τag for a ∈ [q], we only need to traverse the
tree from the root to the leaves (using parallel breadth-first),

Algorithm 4 ΠBatMul protocol for party i

INPUT: g, JαKi, JαKg, {β1g, β2g, . . . , βmg}
OUTPUT: {αβ1g, αβ2g, . . . , αβmg}.

11: Let ℓ = ⌈m/(n− t)⌉ be the number of batches.
12: Let β(1)

1 , . . . , β
(1)
n−t, . . . , β

(ℓ)
1 , . . . , β

(ℓ)
n−t denote β1, β2, . . . , βm

13: for each batch k ∈ [ℓ] do
14: Let β(k)(x) = β

(k)
1 + β

(k)
2 x+ · · ·+ β

(k)
n−tx

n−t−1

15: Compute JαKiβ(k)(j)g, ∀j ∈ [n] using NTT

// Derive shared randomness using random oracle
16: Let γ1, γ2, . . . , γℓ = RO({β1g, β2g, . . . , βmg})
17: for each j ∈ [n] do
18: Let aj :=

∑
k∈[ℓ] γkβ

(k)(j)
19: Let bi,j = JαKiaj
20: Let πi,j = dleq.Prove(JαKi, g, JαKig, aj , bi,j) ▷ Batching

21: Send ⟨SHARE, {JαKiβ(k)(j)g, }∀k∈[ℓ], πi,j⟩ to party j

22: Let Tk = {} for each k ∈ [ℓ]

23: upon receiving ⟨SHARE, {g̃(k)j }∀k∈[ℓ], πj,i⟩ from party j do
24: Let b̃j,i :=

∑
k∈[ℓ] γkg̃

(k)
j

25: if dleq.Verify(g, JαKjg, ai, b̃j,i, πj,i) then
26: Tk := Tk ∪ {(j, g̃(k)j )} for each k ∈ [ℓ]

27: if |Tk|≥ t+ 1 then
28: Compute αβ(k)(i)g using Lagrange interpolation

29: Send ⟨EVAL, {αβ(k)(i)g}∀k∈[ℓ]⟩ to all parties

30: Let Sk = {} for each k ∈ [ℓ]

31: upon receiving ⟨EVAL, {ĝ(k)j }∀k∈[ℓ]⟩ from party j do
32: Locally sample χk ∈ F for each k ∈ [ℓ]

33: if e(
∑

k∈[ℓ] χkβ
(k)(j)g, αg) = e(

∑
k∈[ℓ] χkĝ

(k)
j , g) then

34: Sk := Sk ∪ {(j, ĝ(k)j }, for each k ∈ [ℓ]
35: if |Sk|≥ n− t, ∀k ∈ [ℓ] then
36: Compute {αβ(k)

a g}∀a∈[n−t] using NTT for k ∈ [ℓ]
37: output {αβag}∀a∈[m]

and compute τxg for each internal node with the binary string
x. As mentioned, if a node x is the left child of a node s, then
τxg = τsg; if x is the right child, then τxg = τ2

|s|
τsg. Finally,

the τag for a ∈ [q] can be computed at all the leaves. Parties
now compute one multiplication in the exponent per internal
node of the tree, leading to a total of O(q) multiplication in
the exponent. The per-party communication and computation
(in group multiplications) using this approach are both O(nq).

C. Batched Multiplication in the Exponent

Given {β1g, β2g, . . . , βmg}, JαK, and publicly available
JαKg, we need to compute {αβ1g, αβ2g, . . . , αβmg}. More
formally,

{αβkg}∀k∈[m] = ΠBatMul

(
JαK; JαKg, {βkg}∀k∈[m]

)
(9)

One naïve approach is to compute αβkg for each k ∈ [m]
separately. This would result in a per party communication
cost of O(nm) and a per-party computation cost of O(nm)
group multiplications.

We will next describe protocol ΠBatMul, which performs the
above task with a per-party communication cost of O(n+m)
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and the per-party computation cost of O(m log n) group mul-
tiplications. It does add a per-party computation cost of O(n)
(independent of m) bilinear pairing operations. We provide the
pseudocode of ΠBatMul in Algorithm 3 and describe it next.

For simplicity, we will assume that m = n − t. For m >
n− t, we can divide the inputs into batches of size n− t and
run ΠBatMul in parallel (with minor modifications) for each
batch. Let β(·) be the polynomial of degree n− t− 1:

β(x) = β1 + β2x+ β3x
2 + · · ·+ βn−tx

n−t−1 (10)

Given {βkg} for k ∈ [n − t], each party i locally computes
β(j)g for each j ∈ [n], i.e., evaluate the polynomial β(·)
at all indices in [n]. Parties can compute these values using
O(n log n) group multiplications using the Number Theo-
retic Transform (NTT). Additionally, party i locally computes
JαKβ(j)g for each j ∈ [n] along with the dleq proof πi,j ,
given as,

πi,j = dleq.Prove (JαKi, g, JαKig, β(j)g, JαKiβ(j)g)

Party i then sends a message ⟨SHARE, JαKiβ(j)g, πi,j⟩ to
party j. Upon receiving ⟨SHARE, gj , πj,i⟩ from party j, party
i validates its correctness using dleq.Verify. Upon receiving
t+ 1 valid SHARE messages, party i computes αβ(i)g as:

αβ(i)g =
∑
j∈T

λjgj (11)

Party i then sends a message ⟨EVAL, αβ(i)g⟩ to all parties.
Each party, upon receiving ⟨EVAL, g̃j⟩ from party j, validates
its correctness by checking:

e(β(j)g, αg) = e(g̃j , g) (12)

where e(·, ·) is the bilinear pairing operation. Note that every
party can locally compute αg and β(j)g using the inputs of
ΠBatMul. Upon receiving n − t valid EVAL messages, party i
computes {αβ1g, αβ2g, . . . , αβn−tg} using inverse NTT.

Handling m > n− t. For m > n− t, parties divide the inputs
into batches of size n−t each. Let there be ℓ batches, i.e., ℓ =
⌈m/(n − t)⌉, where β(k)(·) is the polynomial corresponding
to the k-th batch. Parties then run ΠBatMul for each chunk in
parallel with the following changes.

Batching dleq proofs of SHARE messages. Each party i, in-
stead of sending ℓ dleq proofs to every party j, sends only one
dleq proof πi,j attesting the correctness of SHARE messages
for all batches. More specifically, for each recipient j, party i
computes aj and bi,j as

aj =
∑
k∈[ℓ]

γkβ
(k)(j)g; and bi,j = JαKiaj (13)

here γk are uniformly random elements in F generated by
querying the random oracle on input {β1g, β2g, . . . , βmg}. Let
πi,j be the dleq proof given by

πi,j = dleq.Prove (JαKi, g, JαKig, aj , bi,j) (14)

Each party i then sends the SHARE message to party j as
⟨SHARE, {JαKiβ(k)(j)g}k∈[ℓ], πi,j⟩.

Party i, upon receiving ⟨SHARE, {g̃(k)j }k∈[ℓ], πi,j⟩ message
from party j, locally computes ai using the publicly available
information. Party i additionally computes b̃j,i as:

b̃j,i =
∑
k∈[ℓ]

γkg̃
(k)
j

Party i then validates the correctness of the SHARE message
by checking that

dleq.Verify(g, JaKjg, ai, bj,i, πj,i) = 1 (15)

Intuitively, in equation (14), we use the observation that
the prover (party i) needs to prove the equality of discrete
logarithm of different statements, one for each β(k)(j)g, that
shares the same witness JαiK. This enables us to batch all the
statements into a single statement by taking their random lin-
ear combination. The check in equation (15) has a negligible
error probability of 1/|F| for each batch.

Batching checks of EVAL messages. Instead of checking
equation (12) independently for every batch, parties combine
them into a single check below:

e

∑
k∈[ℓ]

χkβ
(k)(j)g, αg

 = e

∑
k∈[ℓ]

χkg̃
(k)
j , g

 (16)

Here, χk for each k ∈ [ℓ] are uniformly random field elements
samples from F.

Intuitively, in equation (16), party i, instead of individually
checking the correctness of each EVAL message received from
party j, takes a random linear combination of the values and
checks them all at once. Similar to equation (15), the check in
equation (16) also has a negligible error probability of 1/|F|
for each batch.

Analysis of ΠBatMul. For each batch of size n− t, each party
sends a single SHARE and EVAL message to every other party.
Hence, per party communication cost for a batch of size n− t
is O(n). This implies that the per-party communication for
a batch of size m is O(n +m). Also, for each batch of size
n−t, each party performs O(n log n) group multiplication due
to NTT [42]. Hence, the total per-party computation cost for a
batch of size m is O(m log n) group multiplications. Finally,
due to the batch checking of all EVAL messages from a party,
each party needs to perform only O(n) pairing operations per
batch. We reiterate that the number of pairing operations is
independent of the batch size.
Using ΠBatMul to compute all powers. Recall from §V-B
that, for any height h of the binary tree, we multiply with the
identical τ2

h

to the values of every node at height h. Hence,
our protocol computes them using ΠBatMul with α = τ2

h

and
the values at the nodes as {βkg} for k = 1, 2, . . . , 2h.

Since parties need to compute a total of q multiplications
in the exponent, the total per-party communications cost is
O(q + n log q). Also, each party performs O(q log n) group
multiplications along with O(n log q) pairings in total.
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Simulator SSq

Inputs. Set of malicious parties C, secret shares
JaKi, Ja2Ki for all i ∈ C, set of threshold public keys
JaKg and Ja2Kg.

INPUT GENERATION PHASE:
1) Sample a random polynomial r(·) of degree 2t.
2) Compute JzK2ti = r(i) − JaKiJaKi, JzKi = r(0) −

Ja2Ki for each i ∈ C. Also, compute JzK2tj g =
(r(j)− JaKjJaKj)g and JzKjg = (r(0)− Ja2Kj)g for
each j ∈ [0, n], where JaK0 = a.

SIMULATION PHASE:
1) Run SDou on input JzKi, JzK2ti for each i ∈ [t], and

JzKg, JzK2tg.
2) For each emulated honest party j, compute

JaKjJaKjg using equation (18). Let πj =
Sdleq(g, JaKjg, JaKjg, JaKjJaKjg) be the simulated
proof of equality of discrete logarithm.

3) On behalf of each emulated honest party j, send
⟨SQ, JaKjJaKjg, r(j), πj⟩ to every party.

Figure 4: Simulator for the protocol Πsq for functionality Fsq.

VI. ANALYSIS

We first analyze the correctness and security of Πsq and
then prove the security of our overall protocol.

A. Analysis of the Squaring Protocol

In this subsection, we will assume that parties start with
correct double sharing of uniform random value z.
Correctness. The verification of SQ messages ensures that
honest parties only accept valid SQ messages. This implies
that honest parties only interpolate correct shares and hence
will correctly output a2 + z. Finally, a2 + z − JzKi is a valid
secret share of a2 i.e., Ja2K since∑

j

λj(a
2 + z − JzKj) = a2 + z −

∑
j

λjJzKj = a2 (17)

Security. We will prove the security of Πsq by showing its
simulatability. Specifically, we will illustrate that, for any
static PPT adversary A, that corrupts up to t parties and
additionally observes JaKg and Ja2Kg, there exists a simulator
SSq, that takes as input only the adversarial shares and the
publicly available JaKg and Ja2Kg, and simulates a view that
is indistinguishable from A’s view in the real execution of the
protocol.

In our proof, we assume the existence of a simulator
SDou for the protocol ΠDou, that securely realizes the ideal
functionality FDou shown in figure 8. SDou takes as inputs
JzKi, JzK2ti for each corrupt party i, along with public values
zg, JzKg, and JzK2tg. SDou then simulates one invocation of
ΠDou such that at the end of the protocol parties output double
shares of z where the shares of the adversarial parties matches

the input to SDou. The double sharing protocol of [21] does
not immediately admits such a simulator. However, as we
illustrate in Appendix B, their protocol can be modified with
minor overhead to admit such a simulator. We summarize our
simulator SSq in Figure 4 and describe it next.

Without loss of generality, we assume that A corrupts the
first t parties. Thus, SSq will receive the shares JaKi and Ja2Ki
for each i ∈ [t], along with public values JaKg and Ja2Kg. With
these inputs, SSq emulates the remaining n− t honest parties
and generates the protocol transcript as follows.
SSq first computes JaKjJaKjg for every j ∈ [n] using its

knowledge of JaKi for each i ∈ [t], JaKg, and the following
identity

JaKjJaKj =

(
t∑

k=0

Lk(j)JaKk

)(
t∑

k=0

Lk(j)JaKk

)
(18)

SSq then samples a random polynomial r(·) of degree 2t
and computes:

JzK2tj g = (r(j)− JaKjJaKj)g ∀j ∈ [0, n];

JzK2ti = r(i)− JaKiJaKi ∀i ∈ [t]

JzKi = r(0)− Ja2Ki ∀i ∈ [t]

SSq then runs SDou using the values computed above. Also,
for each emulated honest party j, SSq uses the NIZK simulator
Sdleq of the dleq protocol to compute the simulated proof
πj = Sdleq(g, JaKjg, JaKjg, JaKjJaKjg). Finally, on behalf of
each emulated honest party j, SSq multicasts the message
⟨SQ, JaKjJaKjg, r(j), πj⟩ to every party.

We now prove that the view ofA in the simulated protocol is
identical to A’s view in the real execution of the protocol. Note
that r(·) is a uniformly random polynomial of degree 2t, and
Chaum-Pedersen protocol for dleq is perfect zero-knowledge.
This implies that the distribution of the values sent with SQ

messages is identical to the real protocol execution. Finally,
as we illustrate in Appendix B, SDou perfectly simulates the
random double-sharing protocol.

B. Correctness

Lemma 1 (Correctness). If all honest parties start the pro-
tocol, then every honest party will output correct q-SDH
parameters, i.e., there exists a τ ∈ F such that parties output
{g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}, except with negl(κ) probability.

Proof. We will prove correctness in FADKG and FDou hybrid
model. FADKG guarantees that parties agree on a common
public key τg, JτKg, and each party i has JτKi. FDou guarantees
that parties output double shares of log q random field elements
{z1, z2, . . . , zlog q} along with JzkKg and JzkK2tg. With this
setup, we will argue that all honest parties agree and output
{g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}.

In §VI-A, we prove that Πsq securely realize Fsq. This
implies that during the squaring phase, parties output and
agree on τ2

k

g and Jτ2
k

Kg for each k ∈ [log q]. Moreover,
each party i outputs Jτ2

k

Ki. Finally, while computing the
remaining powers of τ , parties only accept valid SHARE and
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Reduction Adversary AqSDH

Inputs. q-SDH parameters {g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg}

1) Sample uniform random JτKi for each i ∈ C where C
is the set of corrupted parties.

2) For each k ∈ [log q], sample uniformly at random
Jτ2

k

Ki for each i ∈ C.
3) Run the input generation phase of SSq on inputs

Jτ2
k−1

Ki, Jτ2
k

Ki for each i ∈ C, and public values
Jτ2

k−1

Kg, Jτ2
k

Kg for every k ∈ [log q].
4) Run the ADKG simulator SADKG on input g, τg, JτKg,

and {JτKi} for each i ∈ C.
5) Run SDou to simulate a protocol to generate double

sharing of log q values, with inputs computed during
the input generation phase of SSq.

6) While computing powers-of-two, run step 2 and 3 of
the simulation phase of SSq.

7) During all powers phase, follow the honest protocol,
except, whenever needed, generate the NIZK proof of
equality of discrete logarithm using Sdleq.

Figure 5: Simulator for the protocol ΠqSDH simulating FqSDH

EVAL messages, except with probability O(1/|F|). Since, |F|
is super-polynomial in κ, the security parameter, this implies
that all honest parties agree and output {g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg},
except with negligible probability.

C. Security

Security of our protocol relies on the hardness of q-SDH
assumption for parameters generated by FqSDH defined in
Figure 2. Specifically, we prove that if a static adversary A can
break the q-SDH assumption for parameters generated by our
protocol, then we can use A to build an adversary AqSDH such
that AqSDH can break the q-SDH assumption on parameters
generated by the ideal functionality FqSDH. This implies that
if the q-SDH assumption holds for parameters generated by
FqSDH, then the q-SDH assumption holds for parameters
generated by TAURON. We summarize the reduction adversary
AqSDH in Figure 5 and describe it next.

Let {g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} be the parameters generated
by FqSDH. AqSDH upon receiving these parameters, sim-
ulates an execution of our protocol for A that outputs
{g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} as the q-SDH parameters.

Let C be the set of parties corrupted by A. For each k ∈
[0, log q], AqSDH samples uniformly random shares Jτ2

k

Ki for
each i ∈ C. AqSDH then runs the input generation phase of SSq
on inputs Jτ2

k−1

Ki, Jτ2
k

Ki for each i ∈ C and public values
Jτ2

k−1

Kg and Jτ2
k

Kg for every k ∈ [log q]. Intuitively, by doing
so, AqSDH generates the inputs of the SDou.
AqSDH then runs the ADKG simulator SADKG on input

g, τg and JτKi for each i ∈ C. SADKG guarantees that parties
output secret share of τ where adversarial shares matches
the input to SADKG. Simultaneously, AqSDH runs SDou on

Table III: Cost of each phases in TAURON for any given n and q.

Protocol Phase Communication
(Per Party)

Computation
(Per Party)

Expected
Latency

Setup O(n2 log q) O(n2 log q) O(logn)
Powers-of-two O(n log q) O(n log q) O(log q)
All powers O(q + n log q) O(q logn) O(log q)

Overall O(q + n2 log q) O(n2 log q + q logn) O(log(nq))

inputs generated by the input generation phase of SSq. This
concludes simulating the setup phase of our protocol. Next,
while computing powers-of-two, AqSDH simply runs the step
(2) and (3) of SSq. Lastly, to compute all remaining powers
of τ , AqSDH follows the honest protocol, except, whenever
needed, generates the NIZK proof of equality of discrete
logarithm using the Sdleq.

If A outputs (c, (τ + c)−1g) for c ∈ F \ {−τ}, then AqSDH

outputs (c, (τ + c)−1g).

Lemma 2. For any PPT adversary A that corrupts up to t
parties, the view of A during its interaction with AqSDH is
identically distributed to its view in the real protocol.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact SADKG, SDou and
SSq perfectly simulate the ideal functionalities FADKG, FDou

and Fsq, respectively.

The fact that A outputs {g, τg, τ2g, . . . , τ qg} as a result
of its interaction with AqSDH and Lemma 2 immediately
implies that if A outputs a valid tuple that breaks the q-
SDH assumption with probability ε, AqSDH breaks the q-SDH
assumption with probability ε as well.

D. Performance

Round complexity. The ADKG protocol and the protocol for
generating double sharing of random values takes expected
O(log n) rounds of interaction [21]. Computing the powers-
of-two takes O(log q) rounds. Finally, using memoization,
computation of all remaining powers takes O(log q) additional
rounds. Thus, the total expected round complexity of TAURON
is O(log q + log n).

Communication cost. The ADKG protocol generates secret
shares of τ and publicly outputs τg and JτKg with per
party expected per-party communication cost of O(n2) [22].
The per-party communication cost of generating the double
shares of log q random elements is O(n2 log q). The commu-
nication cost of generating the powers-of-two is O(n log q)
(ref. §IV). Finally, using memoization and batching (ref. §V),
the communication cost of computing the remaining powers
is O(q+n log q). Combining all the above, the total per-party
communication cost of TAURON for O(q + n2 log q). When
q ≫ n, the total communication cost is O(q), i.e., linear in
the highest power of the q-SDH parameters. For example, with
n = 128 and q = 220 i.e., about 1 Million, q > n2 log q.

Computation cost. We measure the computation cost as
the number of group multiplications and pairing operations
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each party needs to perform in the entire protocol. Dur-
ing the ADKG protocol, each party performs O(n2) group
multiplications [21]. Also, each party performs O(n2 log q)
group multiplications to compute the double-sharing of ran-
dom values. While computing the powers-of-two, each party
performs O(n log q) group multiplications in total. Finally,
while computing all remaining powers of τ , for every height
h in the memoization tree, each party performs O(2h log n)
group multiplications and O(n) pairings. This implies that the
per-party computation cost in TAURON is O(q log n) group
multiplications and O(n log q) pairings.

External verification. Let V be an external verifier that wishes
to verify the correctness and security of the q-SDH parameters
generated by TAURON. Since we assume PKI, this is relatively
straightforward. Each party signs the output using its signing
key and sends the signature to V . The V waits for t+1 valid
signature on the matching output.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Implementation Details

We have implemented TAURON in python 3.7.13 on top of
the open-source asynchronous DKG codebase of [21]. We use
rust libraries for elliptic curve operations and asyncio for
concurrency, though our prototype is single-threaded at each
party. We implement the random double-sharing protocol we
describe in Appendix B.

Our implementation uses the bls12381 elliptic curve and
the implementation from Zcash [27] (with a python wrapper)
for primitive elliptic curve operations. Recall that a pairing-
friendly curve involves three groups G1,G2, and GT. We
generate the q-SDH parameters in G1 as it is more efficient
than G2 [30]. The size of each G1 and G2 group element after
point compression is 48 Bytes and 96 Bytes, respectively.

For equality of discrete logarithm, we use Chaum-
Pedersen’s "Σ"-protocol. We choose the Chaum-Pedersen “Σ”
protocol over the pairing-based check, as while benchmarking,
we found that the Chaum-Pedersen’s Σ protocol is approxi-
mately 2.75× computationally more efficient than the pairing-
based check.

Recall from §V that parties need to compute coefficients of
polynomials of degree n − t − 1, given any arbitrary subsets
of n − t points (EVAL messages) on the polynomial. One
approach to compute these coefficients is to first compute
the evaluations at all points and then apply the inverse NTT
transform to get the coefficients. However, this requires each
party to perform O(n2) group multiplications for every poly-
nomial. An asymptotically superior method is the FNT-based
NTT implementation due to Soro and Lacan [42]. The latter
runs in O(n log n) time. We implement both approaches, and
our microbenchmark illustrates that the quadratic approach
performs better for a smaller number of parties.

B. Evaluation Setup

We evaluate our implementation with a varying number of
parties: 16, 32, 64, and 128. We evaluate with different values

Table IV: Runtime of different phases, for any (n, q), of TAURON
(in % of total runtime). The setup phase represents the combined
runtime of both ADKG and the random double-sharing phase.

Protocol Phase (16, 214) (16, 218) (128, 214) (128, 218)

Setup 4.3 0.4 41.0 5.6
Powers-of-two 1.4 0.1 1.3 0.2
All powers 94.3 99.5 57.7 94.2

of q: 214, 216, and 218. We run all parties on Amazon Web
Services (AWS) t3x.large virtual machines (VM) with one
party per VM. Each VM has 4 vCPUs and 16GB RAM and
runs Ubuntu 20.04.

We place parties evenly across eight different AWS regions:
Canada, Ireland, N. California, N. Virginia, Oregon, Ohio,
Singapore, and Tokyo. We create an overlay network in which
all parties are pair-wise connected, i.e., they form a complete
graph.

With this evaluation setup, we measure the runtime and per-
party bandwidth usage. The runtime is measured from the
start of the protocol to the time a party outputs the q-SDH
parameters. Per-party bandwidth usage is the amount of data
in Bytes sent by a party in the entire protocol.

Baselines. Our baseline is the sequential protocol with a
synchronous broadcast channel we describe in §I. In the
baseline, we implement the state-of-the-art update verification
mechanism from [39], which reduces the verification cost of
each update from 2q pairings to 2q group multiplications and
2 pairings.

The runtime of the baseline includes the time a sequence of
n parties takes turns to update existing q-SDH parameters and
verify all previous updates. Since the deployed versions skip
verifications during the protocol, we implemented a pipelined
verification step where every party verifies the update by
party i as soon as party i finishes its update. This ensures
the runtime of the baseline is the time it takes to perform
3nq group multiplications. Here, nq group multiplications for
computing the q-SDH parameters and an additional 2nq group
multiplications for verifying the parameters.

We approximate the bandwidth usage of the baseline as nq
group elements. Note that this favors the baseline protocol, as
in the synchronous protocol, each party will need to broadcast
q group elements. Hence, each party will need to send at least
nq group elements in the entire protocol.
Remark. The actual running time or bandwidth usage of the
baseline will be higher than what we reported in the figures,
as we only measure sub-components for the baseline.

C. Evaluation Results

With our evaluation, we demonstrate that TAURON scales
well with the number of parties n and q, and that TAURON
has reasonable runtime and bandwidth usage.

Runtime. We report the median runtime of TAURON and
baseline, computed across the parties for a single run of each
experiment, in Figure 7. The solid and dashed lines represent
the runtime of TAURON and baseline, respectively. We also
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Figure 6: Median bandwidth usage, measured as the amount of data
sent by a party in the entire protocol.
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Figure 7: Median runtime, measured as the time between the start
of the protocol and the time parties output the q-SDH parameters.

report the breakdown of runtime across different phases of
TAURON in Table IV.

Our evaluation results corroborate our analysis in §VI-D.
Specifically, for any fixed q, the runtime of TAURON grows
logarithmically with the number of parties. Also, for any given
n, the runtime grows linearly with q. Note that although the
runtime should grow logarithmically for n = 16 and n = 32,
we see a linear growth because, for n = 16 and n = 32, we
implement a protocol with asymptotic runtime of O(nq), but
with smaller constants.

Our evaluation illustrates that TAURON is significantly more
efficient than the baseline protocol. For example, with 64
parties and q = 216, TAURON takes approximately 1037 sec-
onds, whereas the baseline protocol takes 3580 seconds (3.4×
faster). Similarly, with 128 parties and q = 218, TAURON takes
approximately 4721 seconds compared to 28883 seconds (not
shown in the figure) taken by the baseline protocol, hence 6.1×
faster than the baseline protocol. Note that, for the baseline, we
only measure the runtime without any networking component.
Thus, if we also include the runtime of the synchronous
broadcast, the benefits of TAURON will be even bigger.

In Table IV, we break down the runtime of different phases
in TAURON for different choices of n and q. In Table IV, the
setup includes the runtime of both ADKG and random double-
sharing protocol. We merge them as our implementation runs
these phases such that they share some building blocks.
Moreover, both ADKG and the random double-sharing phase
use the same invocation of the consensus protocol. Based on
Table IV, we conclude the following.

First, the powers-of-two phase takes less than 2% of the
runtime in all experiments. Recall from Table III, during the
powers-of-two phase, each party performs O(n log q) group
multiplications and sends O(n log q) group elements. This is
significantly smaller than the computation cost and bandwidth
usage of setup and all powers phase. However, the powers-
of-two phase requires O(log q) rounds of interaction, which is
comparable to the setup and all powers phases. This illustrates
that the number of communication rounds is not a bottleneck.

Second, for smaller n, the runtime of the all-powers phase
contributes to almost all of the runtime of TAURON, especially

Table V: Bandwidth usage of different phases of TAURON (in %
of total bandwidth usages). The setup phase corresponds to the
combined bandwidth usages of both ADKG and the random double-
sharing phase. The tuple represents (n, q).

Protocol Phase (16, 214) (16, 218) (128, 214) (128, 218)

Setup 34.4 4.1 95.2 68.8
Powers-of-two 2.2 0.3 0.9 0.7
All powers 63.4 95.6 3.9 30.5

for large q. This is as expected because each party needs
to perform O(n2 log q) and O(q log n) group multiplications
during the setup phase and all powers phase, respectively. For
larger q and smaller n, the latter is significantly larger than
the former. However, with increasing n, as with the case of
n = 124, q = 214, the computation cost of the setup phase
also becomes significant. Finally, as expected, for n = 128,
with larger q = 218, the runtime of the all powers phase again
starts to dominate the total runtime.

Bandwidth usage. We report the per-party bandwidth usage,
i.e., the amount of data (in Megabytes) each party sends
during the entire protocol, in Figure 6. The solid and dashed
lines represent the per-party bandwidth usage of TAURON and
baseline, respectively. Consistent with the analysis from §VI,
the bandwidth usage in TAURON increases quadratically with
the number of parties and linear in the q. We also report
the breakdown of bandwidth usages across different phases
of TAURON in Table V.

Our evaluation illustrates that parties in TAURON incur sig-
nificantly less bandwidth usage than the baseline. For example,
with 32 parties and q = 216, each party needs to send 13.57
Megabytes (MB) of data in TAURON, compared to 96 MB of
data in the baseline protocol (7× reduction). Similarly, with
128 parties and q = 218, the bandwidth usage in TAURON is
118.17 MB, compared to 1536 MB in the baseline protocol;
hence, 13× less bandwidth usage than the baseline. Again,
for the baseline, we only measure the bandwidth usage as
κnq bytes, where κ = 48 is the size of each G1 element, and
do not account for any bandwidth usage for the synchronous
broadcast protocol. If we also include the bandwidth usage due
to the synchronous broadcast channel, the benefits of TAURON
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will be even bigger.
Similar to the breakdown of runtime across different phases,

in Table IV, we illustrate the breakdown of bandwidth usage
across different phases of TAURON for different choices of n
and q. Again, in Table V, the setup includes the runtime of
both ADKG and the random double-sharing protocol. From
Table V, we draw a few conclusions.

First, for the same reason as the runtime, the bandwidth
usage of the powers-of-two phase takes less than 3% of the
total bandwidth usage in all experiments.

Second, unlike runtime, the bandwidth usage in the setup
phase is significant compared to the bandwidth usage of the
all-powers phase. This is because the ratio between the band-
width usage of the setup and the all-powers phase is greater,
by a factor of log n, than the ratio between the computation
cost of the setup and the all-powers phase. Specifically, the
former is approximately O((n2 log q)/q) while the latter is
O((n2 log q)/q log n). For this same reason, for large n = 128
and small q = 214, the bandwidth usage of the setup phase is
more than 95% of the total bandwidth usage.

Finally, we conclude that the computation cost is the pri-
mary bottleneck of TAURON. With n = 128, the setup phase,
despite contributing 95.2% and 68.8% of the bandwidth usage
for q = 214 and q = 218, respectively, contributes only 41%
and 5.5% of the total runtime.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Ben-Sasson et al. [8] proposed the first distributed protocol
for sampling arbitrary structured public parameters in a secure
manner. The protocol of [8] lays the foundation for the round-
robin-style protocols for generating secure structured public
parameters. Briefly, in [8], parties take turns to update interme-
diate parameters with local randomness. Bowe et al. [12] adopt
the approach of [8] and present a protocol for generating q-
SDH parameters. Their protocol, however, relied on a publicly
verifiable, unpredictable, and bias-resistant randomness beacon
for security. Kohlweiss et al. [33] illustrated that the parame-
ters generated by [12] are secure even without a randomness
beacon. Very recently, Nikolaenko et al., [39] designed a
protocol to generate q-SDH parameters using Ethereum as the
underlying sequential broadcast channel.

All these protocols assume a synchronous network, have
high communication and computation costs, and require n
sequential broadcasts. We refer the reader to §I and Table I for
a detailed comparison of these schemes with our construction.
Very recently, Cohen et al. [17] presented a generic compiler
to reduce the round complexity of these protocols to O(

√
n)

sequential broadcasts. However, their construction is very
theoretical and has very high constants. They also present
a compiler with better constants but O(

√
n log q) sequential

broadcasts.

Practical deployments. The round-robin style protocols for
generating q-SDH parameters have been already deployed
in practice [1], [36], [2], [25], [3] All these deployments
implement variants of [8]. However, as deployed, parties skip
verifying the intermediate protocol transcript and verify the

entire transcript only at the end. Despite these insecurities, they
scale very poorly. For example, according to Semaphore [3],
to generate q-SDH parameters for q = 228, each party needs
to perform 24-hour long computation. Hence, with n parties,
the protocol would run for at least n days.

Comparison with generic MPC. An alternate approach to
generate q-SDH parameters in asynchronous networks is to
use generic MPC. However, this has many disadvantages.

Let C be the circuit that outputs the q-SDH parameters,
then C will consist of O(q) multiplication gates. For large q,
evaluating O(q) multiplication gates in an asynchronous MPC
can be prohibitively expensive. For example, asynchronous
MPC protocols that rely on pre-processing either require
threshold additive homomorphic encryptions [28], [29], [15]
or can tolerate only n/4 malicious parties [16]. We want
to emphasize that while generating q-SDH parameters, we
also have to include the cost of the pre-processing phase
in the cost of the overall protocol. Alternatively, protocols
that do not rely on a pre-processing step require running
O(n) asynchronous complete secret sharing protocol for every
multiplication gates [7], [4].

Another issue that arises in using generic MPC is due to the
difference between the scalar and based field of elliptic curve
groups. Typically, MPC protocols are defined over a single
finite field, whereas q-SDH parameter generation involves
working with both the scalar field F, from where τ is sampled,
and the base field, which is used to define the elliptic curve
group elements. Since the scalar F is different from the base
field; the MPC protocol needs to support operations across
two distinct fields, which can be prohibitively expensive [20].

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented TAURON, a distributed protocol
to generate secure parameters for q-Strong Diffie-Hellman,
also known as the q-SDH, interactability problem. In an asyn-
chronous network of n parties, TAURON tolerates up to one-
third of malicious parties. TAURON is also very efficient. For
any given q, the highest degree of the q-SDH parameters, each
party incurs a communication cost of O(q + n2 log q), which
is optimal whenever q ≥ n2 log q. Moreover, TAURON only
requires O(log q+log n) rounds of interaction. Furthermore, in
the entire protocol, each party performs only O(q log n) group
multiplications and O(n log q) bilinear pairings. We have
implemented all parts of TAURON and evaluated it using up to
128 geographically distributed AWS instances. Our evaluation
results corroborate the practicality of our approach and its
significant improvement over the state-of-the-art protocol.

In addition to improving the performance metrics, there are
many other interesting future research directions to consider.
One research direction is to design a protocol that achieves
similar performance results without assuming bilinear pairings.
Another research direction is to generate the parameters for the
multi-variate generalization of the q-SDH parameters [40].
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APPENDIX A
ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROOF OF EQUALITY OF DISCRETE

LOGARITHM

Given a group G with scalar field F of prime order p,
two uniformly random generators g, h ∈ G and a tuple
(g, a, h, b) ∈ G4, a prover P wants to prove to a probabilistic
polynomial time verifier V , in zero-knowledge, the knowledge
of a witness α ∈ F such that a = αg and b = αh.
Protocol for equality of discrete logarithm. We use the
Chaum-Pedersen Σ-protocol [13], that assumes the hardness
of the Discrete Logarithm in G and proceeds as follows.

1) P samples a random element β ← F and sends (a1, a2)
to V where a1 = βg and a2 = βg.

2) V sends a challenge e← F.
3) P sends a response z = β − αe to V .
4) V checks whether a1 = zg + ea and a2 = zh + eb and

accepts if and only if both the equality holds.
This protocol guarantees completeness, knowledge sound-

ness, and zero-knowledge. The knowledge soundness implies
that if P convinces the V with non-negligible probability, there
exists an efficient (polynomial time) extractor that can extract
α from P non-negligible probability.

This above protocol can be made non-interactive in the
Random Oracle model using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [24].
For any given tuple (g, a, h, b) where a = αg and b =
αh, dleq.Prove(α, g, a, h, b) generates the non-interactive zero
proof π. The proof π is O(κ) bits long. Given a proof π and
(g, a, h, b), dleq.Verify(π, g, a, h, b) verifies the proof.

Simulating a proof without the secret. We will use pro-
grammability of random oracle to generate an convincing
NIZK proof without having access to the corresponding secret.
Given the tuple (g, a, h, b) ∈ G4 where a = αg and b = αh,
the simulator works as follows.
1) Sample uniformly random z, e ∈ F.
2) Compute a1 = zg+ ea and a2 = zh+ eb.
3) Program the random oracle such that RO(a1, a2) := e.
4) Output π = (a1, a2, z)

where RO(·) denotes query to the random oracle.
Note that the distribution of the simulated proof is identical

to the distribution of the proof generated by an honest prover.

APPENDIX B
ASYNCHRONOUS RANDOM DOUBLE SHAIRNG

TAURON uses log q double sharing of random values as
per the ideal functionality FDou in Figure 8. We make minor
modifications to the double sharing protocol of [21] to admit
a simulation based security proof. We want to note that the
double sharing protocol of [21] is secure in the context they
consider in their paper. Let ΠDou be our protocol. Before we
describe our modifications, we provide a brief overview of the
double sharing protocol of [21].
Double sharing protocol of [21]. The main observation
in [21] is that double sharing of a random element z is

Functionality FDou

• Let G be a elliptic curve group with scalar field F and
let g be a uniformly random generator of G.

• Wait for C, the set of adversarial parties and the
(start, q) message from A.

• Wait for (init, q) from all honest parties.
• Sample a uniformly random element z ∈ F. Generate
(n, t+1) and (n, 2t+1) shares of z, denoted with JzK
and JzK2t, respecitvely.

• Compute JzKg and JzK2tg and send the tuple
(g, JzKi, JzK2ti , JzKg, JzK2tg) to party i.

Figure 8: The functionality for random double sharing

Simulator SDou

Inputs. Set of adversarial parties C, JzKi, JzK2ti for all
i ∈ C, and threshold public keys JzKg, JzK2tg.

1) Sample a random α ∈ F and let h = αg.
2) Let H = [n]\C be the set of emulated honest parties.

For each j ∈ H, run the Sharing and Agreement phase
as per the protocol specification.

3) Sample two random polynomials ẑ(·) and z(·) of
degree t and 2t, respectively, such that:
• ẑ(0)g = z(0)g = zg
• ẑ(i) = JzKi and z(i) = JzK2ti , for each i ∈ C,
• JzKjg = ẑ(j)g and JzK2tj g = z(j)g

4) Use α and the extractability of the Sharing phase to
emulate a Randomness extraction phase such that each
malicious party i ∈ C outputs JzKi and JzK2ti as its
random double share.

5) Use Sdleq to compute the NIZK proofs required during
the key derivation phase.

Figure 9: Simulator for the protocol for random double sharing.

equivalent to sampling two random polynomials of degree t
and 2t, respectively, that have the same constant term z. Let
ẑ(·) and z(·) be the polynomials defined as:

ẑ(x) = z + ẑ1x+ ẑ2x
2 + · · ·+ ẑtx

t

z(x) = z + z1x+ z2x
2 + · · ·+ z2tx

2t

where all z, ẑj , zk are uniformly random element in F. Each
party i then receives z(i) and ẑ(i).
Difficulty in proving simulation security of [21]. The
protocol of [21] samples the polynomials ẑ(·) and z(·) using
different approaches. Their protocol has four phases: Sharing,
Agreement and Randomness Extraction, and Key Derivation.
They sample the polynomial z(·) in a way such that A learns
no information about z(i) for adversarial parties i until the
Agreement phase finishes at least one honest party. However,
for polynomial ẑ(·), A learns ẑ(i) during the sharing phase.
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Our approach. At a high-level, we modify the protocol
such that both ẑ(·) and z(·) are sampled such that A learns
no information its shares on both ẑ(·) and z(·) before the
agreement phase terminates. This enables the simulator SDou

to match the shares of the adversarial parties with the shares
received from the FDou. Specifically, we make the following
changes:
1) During Sharing phase, each party secret shares three ran-

dom values instead of two as in [21].
2) During the Randomness Extraction phase, in addition to

JzK and JzjK for j ∈ [2t], parties also generate JẑkK for
each k ∈ [t] using the random extractor. Parties assist each
party i to additionally compute ẑ(i).

3) During the Key Derivation phase, parties additionally out-
put ẑ(i)g for all i ∈ [n].

Analysis. We describe the simulator SDou in Figure 9, that
on inputs adversarial double shares of a random values from
FDou simulates the protocol ΠDou. The indistinguishability of
the A’s view follows from perfect hiding of the Sharing phase
and perfect zero-knowledge of the dleq protocol.

APPENDIX C
ASYNCHRONOUS DISTRIBUTED KEY GENERATION

Functionality FADKG

• Let n ≥ 3t + 1 be the total number of parties. Let G
be a elliptic curve group with a random generator g.

• Wait for (d, C), the degree of the secret sharing and the
set of adversarial parties and the (start, q) message
from A. Check that d > |C| and |C|≤ t.

• Wait for (init, q) from all honest parties.
• Sample a uniformly random element z ∈ F. Generate
(n, d+ 1) shares of z, denoted with JzK.

• Compute JzKg and send (g, zg, JzKi, JzKg) to party i.

Figure 10: Asynchronous Distributed Key Generation functionality
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